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By Martin C. C. Graham

Strategic Book Publishing & Rights Agency, LLC. Hardcover. Condition: New. 392 pages. Dimensions:
9.0in. x 6.0in. x 1.0in.Ignis Fatuus begs the question: If you had the means to commit a crime with
little or no chance of being discovered, would you do it Could such a thing exist With meticulous
planning and execution, total self-reliance, and faith in your abilities, just such an opportunity could
be engineered, as the main character in the novel finds out. But to do something like this, you must
really want to do it. The rewards would be generous, but failure would bring disaster. Martin C C
Graham of Hertfordshire based many of the characters in this book on people he knows. Originally
from London, he says, I used to cycle around the London landmarks as a young child in the early
hours of a Sunday morning unbeknownst to my sleeping parents! The father of three, he was an
officer in the Fire and Rescue Service and has now retired after 25 years of service. In his spare time,
he writes poetry and is an avid reader. We have recently bought a ramshackle house in Northern
France, which we escape to when holidays permit and...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook may be worth purchasing. it absolutely was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested this
pdf to discover.
-- Ma xim ilia n Wilkinson DDS-- Ma xim ilia n Wilkinson DDS

Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV
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